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From the Chair 
Sarah Younie 
First, I would like to say a very warm thank you to Graham, which 
needs to be big enough to encapsulate all that Graham has done for 
ITTE. This thank you is therefore necessarily extended by way of 
marking all that Graham has achieved during his role as chair. 
Graham has proudly increased the reputation of ITTE in the wider 
world by actively engaging with a growing number of agencies and 
networks, taking and representing ITTE in the best light, marking 

the praises of what many of us do in our everyday roles that needs highlighting to those outside 
this immediate arena. Graham always gave willingly of his time to keep us all informed of 
developments and would always swiftly circulate information following meetings on the list. He 
would put out requests to us for consultation and listen carefully to our responses, collating our 
answers and feeding back to those with whom he liaised on our behalf. Graham unfalteringly 
listened and stepped up to whatever was required of him during his time as chair. More than a 
job well done Graham, your commitment, dedication and industrious lobbing and representing 
on behalf of ITTE means as a community we are indebted to you. Thank you.  

On a more personal note Graham, I enjoyed being vice chair alongside you, learning the ropes 
and engaging in the ITTE issues that we would discuss. You were always at the end of the 
phone and your support was invaluable to me, especially as I juggled the day job, PhD research 
and having a baby. Thank you.  

It comes then as an honour and a privilege to be taking over from Graham as chair. And sitting 
in the hot seat is a role that I would only feel capable of doing knowing that I am working 
alongside the committee, as your joint expertise is there to call upon and is given willingly; this 
too is the case with everyone in the wider ITTE community whose speedy responses on the list 
are a welcome sign of an active and thoughtful membership. It appears a hard act to follow, not 
only Graham, but all the previous illustrious chairs too who worked tirelessly to promote ITTE.  

I welcome the opportunity to continue building ITTE’s reputation that we have built up over the 
years, to work with you and our colleagues in government agencies and to extend our 
professional relations with interested parties. Most of all, recognising and celebrating the work 
that many of us take for granted in the day job that is worth sharing, praising and disseminating.   

I first came to ITTE now almost ten years ago as a newly appointed secondary PGCE tutor, one 
whose employment contract simultaneously required the completion of a PhD, so I naturally 
chose the topic of ICT and educational change; being just after 1997 and the infamous 
‘education, education, education’ change of government and the launch of the first national ICT 
strategy; with the NGfL, NOF (first ever national programme of ICT CPD for serving teachers 
and Circular 4/98, requiring ICT in all subjects across ITT for the first time). Naturally these 
circumstances bought me to ITTE and I was delighted to find such a supportive network of like 
minded people who I could professionally engage with and who over the years have become 
friends.  

My involvement with ITTE has been transformative in my teaching, learning new ways of doing 
things from colleagues at conferences, and my indebtedness to you with regards feedback on the 
research papers I have given over the years warranted a separate paragraph of acknowledgments 
in the PhD. When Tim Denning first approached me at the Dublin conference in 2002 and asked 
if I would like to be nominated to stand on the committee I felt hugely honoured. I can’t begin 
to tell you all how deeply honoured I feel to be taking over as chair and wish to serve you, the 
community, to the best of my ability. 

syounie@dmu.ac.uk 
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Thought for the term 
From the brochure for the official opening of the M25 (1): 

‘A carphone can be bought for as little as £899.’ 

According to the Measuring Wealth web site (2) this is worth £1820.42 today (about four 
iPhones). 

Thirty one years later we still recognise the use of this technology yet somehow it seems as if it 
is from a bygone age. Why does the advert look so old fashioned? Is it the price? The 
technology? Or the contextual detail - the retro BT font, the use of the green stamp to show 
compliance, the fact that it was permissible to use the word 'man' in the headline? 
(1) http://www.cbrd.co.uk/histories/openingbooklets/pdf/m25orbital.pdf (advert on pages 28/29) 
(WARNING 7.1MB) 
(2) http://measuringworth.com/calculators/ppoweruk/ 

Pete Bradshaw 

Editorial 
Libby Jared, Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge 

What have YOU been doing? 

I only ask the question as my study leave is accelerating madly to its end and within the next 
four weeks I will need to return to inhabit a more common universe than the one I have existed 
in during the last two terms. The question belongs to that peculiar set only found in the 
classroom that runs counter to the natural state - the poser knows (or thinks they know) the 
answer. 

In July many went to the summer conference at Leicester. By all the accounts included in this 
edition, a good time (work and leisure) was had by all. Ken Powell was the official 
correspondent covering the event but as has become the custom some of our new tutors have in 
tandem come up with their own account. Thanks to Jae, Jan, Pippa and Maurice for their first of 
hopefully many contributions. For those oldies who couldn’t make it, the newbies have 
highlighted all that you missed.  

During the last few months, some have been experimenting with ‘teaching’: Steve Kennewell 
has been busy organising his students to run ICT sessions for the PGCE masses whilst Helen 
Boulton has enabled her group to reduce travel time and expense to meet and plan by using a 
wiki. Both articles continue the exchange of good practice – something that ITTE does so well. 

Others (though there is some intersection) decided to discuss the role of Learning Theories and 
their position in the new standards for QTS. Although initially on the ITTE list, John Woollard 
has collected (and sorted) the contributions for republication here. Someone else (who must 
remain anonymous) invited comments on the points raised during a teaching session and this is 
added to the original. Inviting really meant forced to read (or not). This activity seemed to 
coincide elsewhere with the end of a Reading Week and events relating to that provided 
material for Helen Smith’s blog. Mmmm, sounds very familiar, Helen. 

With a little overlapping of personnel, people went off to a TDA seminar on e-portfolios and 
web 2.0 technologies and John Woollard (again) sent in an account of the day. All the 
discussions stimulated new thoughts and ideas for members to ponder on. 
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Neil has as usual been doing some reading (two types) and surfing the net. There are several 
titbits from a range of contributors.  

And finally for those of you who still have something to do, Dee Anna Willis provides sound 
advice on how to get published, but as there are a few preparatory tasks, not necessarily once 
the writing has been done.  

Ah well for me, back to the real world.  

Libby 

PS. Graham now as ex-chair, finding time on his hands, has penned an imaginary alternative 
acceptable use policy for technical staff to implement – now that really does have potential for a 
parallel universe.  

ecj20@cam.ac.uk 

An ICT course for a Secondary PGCE programme 
Steve Kennewell, Swansea Institute of Higher Education 

Swansea School of Education runs a Secondary PGCE programme involving over 350 students 
in English, Maths, Science (Biology, Chemistry, Physics and General Science), Welsh, MFL, 
History, Geography, D&T, ICT, Art, and Business Studies.  This presents quite a challenge in 
designing the ICT element of the course and we have developed a multifaceted approach to 
providing the necessary teaching concerning the use of ICT in subject teaching. 

Of course, the basis of the design is the relevant Standards - the Welsh Assembly Government 
has just adopted a version of ITT Standards and Guidance very similar to the one that England 
used until recently (with minor amendments to reflect policy and culture differences in Wales). 
Of course, such documents are always out-of-date in terms of their expectations for ICT and 
there is certainly a large gap between current practice in schools and future expectations of 
teachers’ pedagogical knowledge ICT. The information we really use in planning our provision 
is drawn from research, from our knowledge of technology’s potential, from partner schools, 
and from past students.  We therefore use the Standards mainly as a check that we are covering 
at least what Estyn (the Inspection body in Wales) expects. 

These are the elements that we feel all student teachers need to meet during the course: 
• Exploiting projection technologies and interactive whiteboards 
• Using Virtual Learning Environments as learner and teacher 
• Using digital resources (images, video, animations, sound, text, structured data, models) 

in teaching – as teacher and learners 
• Recording and analysing pupil data 
• Accessing resources through the Internet 
• Developing interactive learning materials 
• Using communication and collaboration tools (email, forums, video-conferencing, 

blogs, wikis) 
• Planning to exploit ICT in teaching and learning – for whole-class, group, individual 

activity 
• Selection and adaptation of resources for the greatest effect in learning 
• Orchestrating resources in the classroom in relation to learners’ needs 
• Knowledge of ICT terminology and awareness of the National Curriculum for ICT 
• Understanding of legal, moral and ethical issues of ICT in schools 
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In order to cover these aspects, the ‘course’ has a number of components, and each of the items 
above is mapped onto one or more of these so that students and tutors have a picture of all the 
sources of learning provided. 

1. An initial lecture which explains the expectations, the course structure and the resources 
available.  This shows examples of ICT being used for learning in the classroom, highlights 
the features of ICT which need to be understood and skilfully exploited, and raises some 
issues which need to be considered in using ICT.  This is presented using Activstudio and 
converted to Powerpoint so that it can be made available on Blackboard for reference. 

2. A two-hour session weekly during University-based weeks (approx 10 of these can be fitted 
in) for each curriculum subject group, in which subject-specific ICT activities are 
demonstrated, discussed and developed.  An audit/record of progress form is completed by 
each PGCE student at the start of the course and reviewed each term, and these help guide 
the tutors and the students.  There is no standardisation of content, though I do try to help 
with sharing good practice. 

3. A course on our LMS (Blackboard) which provides general research-based background 
reading together with analysis of case studies for most subjects.  This material is developed 
from what I published as Meeting the Standards in Using ICT for Secondary Teaching in 
2004. 

4. Compulsory 90-minute workshops on the techniques of using IWBs and associated software 
(Promethean and Smart).  These comprise a brief demonstration of the main features of the 
board and software concerned, and then allow students to play, to follow tutorials, or to work 
on developing teaching material depending on their level of experience and confidence. 

5. Optional workshops on the key generic aspects of ICT that teachers need to know, such as: 
• Accessing Blackboard/emails and organising work  
• Producing effective documents using Word and Publisher 
• Using Powerpoint for interactive teaching 
• Exploiting the web – teacher searching and managing learner searching 
• Social interaction and collaboration tools for teachers and learners (forums, blogs, wiki) 
• Developing multimedia resources (images, sound and video) 
• Tools for collective reflection and formative assessment (mindmapping etc.) 
• Analysing pupil data 
• Setting up a VLE course 

These follow the same format as the IWB workshops; the early ones have an explicit aim of 
enabling the more ICT-inexperienced students, who may get left behind in curriculum sessions 
or feel isolated when using a VLE, to have the support of a tutor in developing their ICT self-
efficacy. This is fundamental to learning ICT through the ‘normal’ combination of exploratory 
interaction with software/hardware and social interaction with colleagues. The strategy will 
hopefully act as a model for what the ICT specialist teachers will do in schools to help pupils 
who are the wrong side of the digital divide. 

With a maximum number of 25 students in any practical session, you may wonder how I 
manage to do all this in the time available.  In fact, I don’t teach practical ICT at all.  What I do 
is the initial lecture for all 350 students (in two halves since we don’t have a space big enough 
for all at once), and then I teach a course for the ICT-specialist PGCE students on ‘Cross-
curricular support for ICT in subject teaching’.  This course, structured as a two-hour session 
each University-based week, involves identifying what their colleagues in other subjects will 
need to be able to do with ICT, deciding what they will need learn in order to achieve this, and 
planning how to structure workshops to help them learn.  ICT-specialist students are allocated 
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to support particular subjects and to lead particular workshops during University-based weeks.  
They are also required to seek opportunities in their school placements to work with student 
teachers (or even regular teachers) of other subjects in developing their ICT skills in the context 
of lessons that they actually teach with the aid of ICT. 

The curriculum subject sessions are led by the curriculum tutor concerned, and the ICT-
specialist students help the subject students with ICT tasks while the curriculum tutor discusses 
the subject learning involved.  In many cases, ICT-specialist students are asked to lead 
workshops in particular software in which they are more confident than the curriculum tutor, 
with the curriculum tutor providing a briefing and a reflective review concerning the subject-
specific issues. 

The workshops are managed entirely by the ICT-specialist students (working in pairs), though I 
am present at the beginning and end just to check which students are attending and that they 
leave when the next class is due in! 

This approach has benefits for all concerned.  For most PGCE students, they gain from a variety 
of expertise: the overview of ICT in teaching and learning which draws on international 
research, the input on subject-specialist ICT which is integrated into their subject pedagogy, and 
the individual coaching in ICT from their peers.  For the ICT-specialist PGCE students, they 
gain an opportunity to develop their skills in working with other teachers, to practice teaching in 
a friendly environment, and a valuable entry in their CV.  For the subject tutors, they gain 
assistance in teaching sessions where some lack confidence and an opportunity to learn about 
novel technologies from their assistants.  And I get more time to keep up to date with research 
and developments in technology, which I can then pass on to tutors and students in future. 

This course has developed gradually over several years and now seems to have settled into a 
successful format.  I plan to carry out a formal evaluation at the end of the year – no doubt this 
will lead to further improvements next year.  If the results are interesting, there may even be 
another Newsletter article … 

steve.kennewell@sihe.ac.uk 

From the list: Learning Theories and QTS 
John Woollard, University of Southampton 

In response to... 

Has someone put together a convincing rationale for the inclusion of learning theories under the 
current standards for QTS?  

The following text was taken from the email responses to the ITTE mail list. There are three 
sections. The first are thoughts on the rationale for including learning theories in the training 
programmes, the second cite materials used by colleagues and the third lists the three 
Professional Standards that were mentioned in responses. 

An important observation - no one responded by saying that the inclusion of learning theories 
was unnecessary. 

Reasons for including learning theories 

When teachers come back to do my MA module there is always amazement and great interest 
when we cover what I would consider to be the basics of theory. I hear comments like "Why 
didn't we do this at...?" 

I've argued that most strategies are underpinned by theory. I've linked behaviourism to class 
management strategies for example. 
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It's interesting. 

I agree that we should make sure they all know something about learning theories ('there's 
nothing so practical as a good theory' - Kurt Lewin). It's part of being a critical professional, not 
least as a riposte to the horrendously narrowing consequences of the culture of performativity to 
which education is increasingly subject. 

Or because it is an important pedagogic discussion (as per Coffield, 2004)... not everything we 
do must be driven by Standards (or even standards) Coffield, F., Moseley, D., Hall, E., 
Ecclestone, K. (2004). Learning styles and pedagogy in post-16 learning. A systematic and 
critical review London, Learning and Skills Research Centre. 

We need to draw the distinction between 'strategy' - a practical construct which teachers clearly 
need - and 'theory' - a critical construct which we may all agree is a good thing, but may not be 
necessary in order to teach effectively. 

What is the purpose of 'theory'?  Is it to explain what we see or prescribe what we should do? 

Could it be that an understanding of learning theory assists student teachers in the design and 
creation of suitable learning experiences that match their pupils' learning style, thus also 
fulfilling the personalised learning agenda? 

We have had to eliminate from our courses virtually everything that smacks of theory, in 
exchange for an awful lot of strategy. This is of course in line with a view that says teachers 
don't need theory, they just need to do what they're told. Consequently we have produced at 
least half a generation of teachers who are technically proficient (arguably the best ever -- 
Ofsted thinks so), but who have no particular grasp of why they are doing what they do, and 
relatively little critical edge -- wonderful in terms of compliance with government directives, 
but very worrying in terms of the long-term health of the profession. 

I still think that as universities/teacher trainers we should teach them about learning theories and 
we should go beyond the 'kinaesthetic, visual, audio' type learners that they get in schools (well 
they do in some round here). 

We should make sure that trainee teachers know about learning theories, and these can be used 
to underpin practice. If we are to encourage thinking/critical citizens (both teachers and pupils), 
then, the very least, is an awareness that there are theories about learning! With key influential 
theorists, and these ideas are different from the learning styles debate (which asserts that styles 
are relatively fixed) and learning strategies, which can be adopted and adapted to suit need. 

It is important to redress the balance between theory and practice, where concentration on the 
latter has led to a competency/standards based approach that denies millennia of critical western 
thought on what it is to learn and think (develop theory) -- from Socrates and ancient Greek 
philosophy, to Piaget, Vygotsky, Bruner, etc. To focus only on performativity, as Tony rightly 
highlights, is to rather dumb down the very profession that is about learning! 

How learning theories are included 

We don't do a lot, but we try to refer to it constantly. 

I do a lecture introducing the bare bones. 

Use of Ways of Learning: Learning Theories and Learning Styles in the Classroom by Alan 
Pritchard. (posted by someone who was not Alan – Ed.) 

Our new 3-year undergraduate course, just under way, turns that around, and includes in the first 
term an overview of learning theory and theorists - something like 'Select three of these 
theorists whose ideas appeal to you. On your first visits to schools, see how closely what you 
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observe matches those theorists' views...' - and a very small reinstatement of the history and 
philosophy of education (including 'Interview someone of your grandparents' generation about 
what school was like for them...'). 

I don't spend a lot of time on it as we don't have a lot of time to cover a lot of things, but I do 
feel it's important to give them a sense of the theories behind their profession, as it were, and to 
point them towards further reading if required. I also give them an exercise that makes them 
apply what they've learned in a classroom setting to try to reinforce what little I cover. 

A 35 minute presentation/discussion each day of the taught element covering these in equal 
measure: constructivism, social constructivism, behaviourism, cognitivism, 
intelligence/memory and finally, learning styles. 

There is a systematic review /critique of a lot of the learning style theories which is very useful 
to give to people to understand their weaknesses 
http://www.lsda.org.uk/files/PDF/1543.pdf 

In case they might be useful, here are some links: 

The Theory into Practice database lists lots of 'learning theories' with explanations and links - 
go to: 
http://tip.psychology.org/ 

Martin Ryder at the University of Colorado at Denver maintains several very useful pages of 
links at: 
http://carbon.cudenver.edu/~mryder/itcon.html 

with strong areas on constructivism and activity theory (among other things) 

There are also some (over?) brief introductions to some learning theories at: 
http://www.funderstanding.com/about_learning.cfm 

The Professional Standards 

Q10 Have a knowledge and understanding of a range of teaching, learning and behaviour 
management strategies and know how to use and adapt them, including how to personalise 
learning and provide opportunities for all learners to achieve their potential. 

Q12 Know a range of approaches to assessment, including the importance of formative 
assessment. 

Q14 Have a secure knowledge and understanding of their subjects/curriculum areas and related 
pedagogy to enable them to teach effectively across the age and ability range for which they are 
trained. 

Contributors: 

Pete Bradshaw, Bridget Cooper, Nick Easingwood, Tony Fisher, Bob Fox, Alison Hramiak, 
Steve Kennewell, Alan Pritchard, Helen Smith, Martin Watts, John Woollard, Sarah Younie 

J.Woollard@soton.ac.uk 

Trainees’ views 

I thought I would ask my trainees to read and comment on the learning theories document put 
together by John Woollard and ask them for their views. Here goes: 
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Cohort of 22 trainees – 5 female, 17 male. Age range 21 to over 50. If I had to swear in court I 
would guess that not all of them (yes it’s true, despite their fear of me…) read the document 
before being asked to comment on the contents! 

All thought that they should receive information on learning theories and all agreed that it was 
important. There were some concerns about the gap between theory and practice, and that this 
might be too wide. They also felt that the way they were taught it should have been done 
differently – they had a one day session (made up of lots of different types of activities) on it 
about 4 weeks after arriving at university. They felt that they would have preferred it to be more 
staggered and done right from the start of the course.  

I did explain that this was not possible this year due to the extra bits we have had to put into the 
sessions at the start so as to cover critical reading and writing in preparation for their M level 
work. From my point of view, I think a full day on it concentrates the mind too – both would be 
great – staggered and a day but it just won’t fit in. I also think that at this level they need to be 
the M level students they are supposed to be, and learn to take notice of subjects even if they are 
not fascinated by them. One was even falling asleep. (am I that bad at this?). 

As usual I only had one trainee that was genuinely interested in the subject and had read more 
widely on it – they were given 3-4 days reading preparation time for the session. He had to take 
a lot of stick from the others because of his interest and constant questions. He did, however, 
appreciate it when I brought in a book for him to borrow on learning theories the next day – see 
how kind I am really. 

They also commented that it would have been nice to have had bona fide (or is that fina bode) 
examples instead of learning from observations – I did point out that this would be covered by 
the afternoon’s exercise which they hadn’t yet done. 

All felt it was part of their role as professionals so they felt it was integral to the course. A 
recurring theme (in the document I think – I made one of them take notes for me as I was 
conducting the discussion) was the bridging of the gap between theory and learning that they 
felt was vital. 

Name and institution supplied to the Editor 

My Best Lesson 
Helen Boulton, Nottingham Trent University 

I know we’ve been asked by Libby and Helena several times to write something about our best 
lessons, but I’m going to change it slightly to give more of a focus on my students and their 
micro-teach with a little spin on using Web 2.0 technologies. 

Each year my PGCE Secondary ICT students are put into small groups to work together to give 
a 1 hour lesson on higher level aspects of databases or spreadsheets.  The group they are put into 
depends on their subject audit, with the idea that they will have to teach something that is a 
weakness at that point in the course.  This has worked well over the last few years, but is often 
beset by the usual moans that some of the group haven’t turned up for meetings, others haven’t 
given much input etc. etc. 

When I evaluated the PGCE ICT programme two years ago the students, who enjoyed the task, 
and found the micro-teach feedback very helpful in their professional development, suggested I 
might use a Wiki for this task the following year.  This, they told me, would provide lots of 
benefits, not least that I would be able to track back who had contributed, and how much.  I, and 
other interested colleagues,  set about searching for a Wiki that was free (of course), simple to 
use and access, and only accessible via a password.  We decided on PBWiki, available (free) at 
www.pbwiki.com.  One of the reasons for choosing this Wiki is that you can close the 
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membership which we felt was important, particularly if the student teachers then used it in 
their school placements with their pupils. 

It took about 10 minutes to show the students how to log on and use the wiki site and took very 
little of my time in setting up the groups.  I gave each group the opportunity of either using the 
Wiki or coming into University to prepare their lesson.  Each group opted for the Wiki.  This 
made logistical sense as the groups covered a wide geographical area across the East Midlands. 

Each of the groups has reported very positively about the use of the Wiki, and I received no 
moans about students (not) turning up to give input, or the amount of input – I had ensured I’d 
shown them the tracking system so they knew I could track how much each of them had input 
(sneaky).  When they came to present their lessons I was very surprised that they used their 
group Wiki to teach the lesson, this had taken the use of the Wiki further than I had expected.  It 
meant that the whole group was able to access the resources and follow the lesson simply and 
easily.  I have to say that the lessons went much more smoothly than in the past where there had 
always been problems with database files not being accepted by the University’s learning portal, 
making exemplar material difficult to share. 

The feedback from the students has been excellent and I include the group evaluation below: 
Positive Negative 

Didn’t have to travel to Uni Only one person can edit at a time – can create 
separate pages within the Wiki that students can 
work on 

Opportunity to use new skill – will use in teaching Have to save everything before you can open it. 
Experience of blended/e-learning Multiple pages can become ‘messy’ 
Email alert when Wiki has been updated Didn’t like having to use .html – this was only 

necessary for the pro-forma that was completed 
Protected environment – good for using in school, 
or for professional collaboration 

Unable to create folders within pbwiki 

Very intuitive – simple to use Not instant communication – not easy to discuss 
ideas quickly 

Able to copy documents in Some training is needed, although there is a good 
help area 

Used within lesson for students to access range of 
documents which had been created collaboratively 
using the Wiki 

As with all collaborative work there is a need for 
everyone to contribute. 

Very easy to customise – gives more personal 
front end 

 

Simple to set out information – very similar to MS 
packages 

 

Excellent record of the activity and contributions 
made by each member of the group 

 

Simple to upload files  
Simple to edit, delete, etc  
Email not needed to share work and ideas  
All resources are stored in one area easily  
People can work when it is convenient to them – 
flexible 

 

Good environment to enable organisation of work 
and thoughts 

 

Simple to share resources  
Can access from any networked PC anywhere in 
the world. 

 

 
N.B. Some of the negative points may have been addressed in the newer version of PBWiki that 
is now available. 

http://www.pbwiki.com/
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A direct impact of this has been the students’ enthusiasm in using Wikis in their school 
placements, and their mentor’s enthusiasm in encouraging them to run training sessions for the 
staff in the ICT departments in the schools where they are on placement. 

So, not my ‘best’ lesson, but an interesting innovation to share. 

N.B. I apologise if I have assumed incorrectly that all ITTE members know what a Wiki is.  A 
definition can be found at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki: ‘A wiki is computer software that 
allows users to easily edit, create, and link web pages. Wikis are often used to create 
collaborative websites …’. 

helen.boulton@ntu.ac.uk 

An Alternative Acceptable Use Policy for Institutions 
Graham Jarvis, Trinity and All Saints College, Leeds 

At the last two conferences we have had a technical SIG. There have also been discussions on the list and I 
have been known to ‘sound-off’ about IT support in our institutions. The following is my attempt to lighten 
proceedings and see if I can bring a smile to your faces. It must be stressed that this article is NOT a 
reflection on any one institution and should not been seen as such. It is simply an amalgam with some 
licence of practices that I have heard or read about, which when totalled could make up an institution’s 
policy. I would add that any names have been changed to protect the innocent and that no animals were 
hurt in the writing of this!! 

The acceptable use policy applies to all users of the Learning and Information Services and is 
designed to make your learning and working environment as difficult as possible. 

You should respect the needs of others by ensuring their sleep is not disturbed as they pretend to 
read a book, access a computer or engage in deep and meaningful learning. In other words you 
are not allowed to speak, eat, drink or use mobile phones. Areas for these activities are provided 
outside the learning resource area and are easily identified by the huddles of students, and 
sometimes staff, gathered round piles of discarded cigarette ends, or where smoke rises into the 
air. However, as the facilities are air conditioned you are allowed bottles of water to avoid 
complete dehydration although they should not be drunk near any electronic equipment as 
spillage can make the computers work more slowly than normal. 

You MUST NOT connect any device to the network as we cannot believe you to be 
trustworthy. It is likely that if you are trying to do this, it is because you want to breach the 
security and integrity of the network.  

In order to maintain security we have recently installed software called ‘scarlet pimpernel’ 
which will block almost any useful site you might want to use for your work. When trying to 
access sites you will receive a warning message that ‘big brother is watching you’ and ‘your 
attempt to access this site has been added to the database’. Should we have to send this warning 
to you again you will be asked to meet with the head of learning resources to justify why you 
think access to this site should be allowed. Recent examples which have needed such 
explanation are: 

• Ofsted • Google Images • James Joyce • Holidays in Essex 

Please choose carefully before making your search. 

To access the main system and email you will be provided with a User name and Password. 
This will be provided at the beginning of each academic year. However, if you are undertaking a 
course that commences before the third week in September or runs past the second week in July 
you will find that your access codes will not work as the Registry does not believe that anyone 
has courses at these times. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperlink
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collaborative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Website
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The institution will seek to fill your email box on a daily basis with all kinds of information. 
Most of this will not be relevant to you and can be deleted without opening it. However, you 
should be aware that in amongst these emails will occasionally (and only occasionally) be 
nuggets of information or support which will help you in your studies.  

You MUST NOT use the institution’s facilities to threaten, intimidate, defame or otherwise 
harass any person or organisation. You should wait to do this from your personal computer 
where derogatory comments or inappropriate pictures of your tutors in compromising situations 
can then be put onto Facebook or other social networking sites. You can also make comments 
about their teaching without fear of reprisals. 

You MAY use the institution’s systems for your personal and professional work although we 
are looking to introducing a charge relating to how long you use the computers. We shall 
continue to charge for printing and other essential parts of work. This is essential if we are to 
continue to provide paper and cartridges because, as you will be aware the institution is strapped 
for cash as we continue to expand our support services and have the high salaries of an ever-
increasing technical team.  

You MAY NOT install your own software. This applies to both students and staff. Any 
hardware and software must be purchased through IT services but only after Form PAIN 1 has 
been completed which asks for justification of the purchase. The IT services will then be the 
final arbiter as to whether the purchase can be sanctioned. If you disagree with the decision you 
may then take you FORM PAIN 2 to the arbitration panel who will meet once twice yearly. If 
found in your favour the software may be purchased but installation will have to wait until the 
next full image is put together. IT services cannot be held responsible if any delay causes the 
software to be rendered useless in the context of teaching and learning.  

If you are reasonably requested to do so, you must justify your use of the system. You must 
explain, (in confidence, if necessary) what you are doing, and how and why you are doing it. 
You will understand this on the basis that we know best. 

If you are suspected of contravening any of these conditions you may immediately be suspended 
from using the facilities. This is on the basis that under current rules you are guilty until you can 
prove your innocence. In the case of students your case will go to Student Support and in the 
case of staff to the HR department. (This is the department that was once Personnel and is now 
Human Resources and has necessitated all signs and headed notepaper being changed 
accordingly.) 

Whilst every effort is made to make sure the IT services make your life as difficult as possible 
sometimes you will find this standard drops and you may be able to access the network, our 
website and email from outside. If this happens you should report how and where you were able 
to access the system so that the loophole can be closed quickly.  

Each time you access the system you will be asked to agree to this policy. We have estimated 
that it takes a minimum of 5 minutes to read. Anyone clicking YES before 5 minutes have 
elapsed will be locked out of the system for 24 hours as it will be deemed that you have not read 
the AUP thoroughly and are unlikely to act upon it. 

We look forward to be a continuing barrier to your teaching and/or learning. 

Yours … 

(on behalf on the Learning Barrier Services) 
g.jarvis@leedstrinity.ac.uk   
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Views from the TDA E-portfolios and Web 2.0 technologies seminar  
John Woollard, University of Southampton 

On November 1st 2007 the TDA organised a really successful and very stimulating seminar 
focussing on e-portfolios and new technologies. I have just about come to terms with people 
using the acronym Web 2.0 but as my colleague, Tim Berners-Lee says,  

“If Web 2.0 for you is blogs and wikis, then that is people to people. But that was what the 
Web was supposed to be all along. And in fact, you know, this Web 2.0, quote, it means using 
the standards which have been produced by all these people working on Web 1.0.” 

He goes on to describe that the so-called Web 2.0 is simply the same technologies (DOM, 
HTML, SVG, HTTP, Web standards, JavaScript, etc.) doing the same things (functionality). 

“Web 2.0, for some people, means moving some of the thinking client side so making it more 
immediate, but the idea of the Web as interaction between people is really what the Web is. 
That was what it was designed to be, as a collaborative space where people can interact” 
(Berners-Lee, 2006). 

At the TDA seminar we were given the definition that Web 2.0 is whatever Web 2.0 does. I 
want to grab Steve Kennewell’s concept and say, (if we must use the phrase Web 2.0) then lets 
describe it in terms of the new affordances. 

The seminar was stimulated by the presentation of a number of sophisticated e-portfolio 
systems characterised by having a price tag, making the process a single interface activity and 
embracing much of the administration of the e-portfolio. That is fine if your clients (learners, 
trainees, employees, etc.) stay with you for a long time, become skilled in its use and have little 
care for the contents of the e-portfolio when they move to other places.  

The Becta session and contributions from JISC emphasised the need for interoperability and the 
need to adopt a universal, uniform, or interoperable system. Take a look at the JISC animation - 
it is a really good example of how to describe a new concept in computing: 

http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/programmes/programme_eframework/soa. 

At the seminar, I was responsible for leading two around the table discussions. My agenda was 
about trying to define what we want from e-portfolio systems for teacher training. I had an 
aspiration to identify the functionalities we would expect to see and to identify the affordances 
the system would provide. Then we could create a metric by which we could judge current and 
future e-portfolio systems or make specifications for new systems. The outcomes of the 
discussions were dominated by one powerful idea that did not arise from the presentations. 

Clare Furlonger, in the height of discussion, used the term hybrid-portfolio. E-portfolios can 
enrich our current portfolio practice. They can: 

• accommodate resources and representation of thinking that traditional paper-based 
resources cannot (for example, video clips, mind maps extending over 1000s of items, 
etc.); 

• more efficiently accommodate materials that can be shared such as lesson plans, 
resources for teaching, etc. and if the system is flexible enough, allow future access 
when trainees are teachers or by trainees of previous trainees work; and 

• enable, at-a-distance, the assessment, examination, monitoring, recording and reporting 
of student performance. 

What e-portfolios cannot do is be that flexible, accessible, portable, readable-in-the-bath friend 
like the book, loose-leaf file, poster or box of artefacts. 

http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/programmes/programme_eframework/soa
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So, don’t throw the baby out with…  

and hybrid is the future. 

Reference 
Berners-Lee, T (2006) DeveloperWorks interview IBM at: http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/podcast/dwi/cm-
int082206txt.html  

J.Woollard@soton.ac.uk 

Quiet Time and Assimilation – extract from a blog entry October 
2007. 
Helen Smith, University of Cumbria 

Our students have returned from Reading Week, but surprisingly enough, very few of them have 
done any reading!  I also reflected on my own practice over the past few weeks.  In the space of 
a few weeks, I have downloaded hundreds of journal articles which might prove 'useful' in my 
daily work.  On checking my My Documents folder, I had amassed gigabytes of articles; all 
with very fancy titles but have read none of it!! 

Today therefore, in one session, I decided to concentrate on analysing two quality articles 
(critique, compare and contrast).  We sat around a large table, didn't switch on any computers; 
and generally had a face to face chat.  Students then had some time out to read, as well as 
browse the online stuff that was previously uploaded to the Virtual Learning Environment 
(another source of contention!  Too much information - and not enough time to read, assimilate 
and reflect).  On checking my del.icio.us links, I note that a similar practice exists.  I continually 
find a useful site, send it to del.icio.us for use later on, and never return to that source.  Instead, I 
search out new sources, bookmark those, and the cycle perpetuates.  Worse still, in my browsing 
activities, I get lost in the myriad of web links that lead me to more interesting stuff for which I 
had not originally intended searching.  I started off searching for web statistics on 
http://www.cymru.com/index.html and before I knew it, I had clicked on a series of links that 
led me to information about hiding IP addresses and the Darker Web (which was much more 
interesting than the initial web statistics search.  I know I ought to have studied computer 
forensics; but alas time is running out.) 
Blog at http://virtual-teacher.blogspot.com Helen.Smith@Cumbria.ac.uk 

ITTE Subject Resource Network 
Margaret Danby, Project Manager, ITTE Subject Resource Network (ICT) 

The TDA-funded ITTE Subject Resource Network provides induction support for new ICT 
tutors that we hope will be useful to you as you get to grips with your role as an ICT initial 
teacher trainer.  Firstly, there is our website, www.ict-tutors.co.uk, which is open to everyone 
and proving useful to experienced tutors and trainee teachers as well as new tutors.  It provides 
information and advice for those involved in initial teacher training (ITT) in schools and higher 
education institutions. It covers ITT requirements, factors that contribute to high quality 
training, a wide range of topics of relevance to ITT ICT courses, where to get support and find 
the latest research evidence on aspects of ICT as a subject, and about being involved in research 
yourself.  New resources to be added this year are: 

• A shared resources area to enable tutors to share resources they have developed or 
adapted themselves 

• Models of Teaching ICT 
• New Technologies 
• Mentoring/training in schools 

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/podcast/dwi/cm-int082206txt.html
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/podcast/dwi/cm-int082206txt.html
http://virtual-teacher.blogspot.com/
http://www.ict-tutors.co.uk/
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The website can be accessed at www.ict-tutors.co.uk.  Do sign up to the website and receive 
email alerts when new and updated material is added. 

For tutors who have been in post less than two years, we also offer, free of charge, 
• A closed email list for new ICT tutors to share concerns and experiences with other new 

tutors  
• Mentor support with an experienced ICT tutor working in a similar circumstances to you 

(arranged on request) 
• An induction programme tailored to new tutors’ needs and run by experienced ITT ICT 

tutors (this programme runs alongside the ITTE Annual Conference in July)  
• Sponsored attendance at the Annual IT in Teacher Education (ITTE) Conference to 

introduce you to teacher training colleagues and research networks.  

If you are a new tutor and would like to benefit from some or all of these services, please 
contact the project manager, Margaret Danby, email: 

danby@soteme.freeserve.co.uk 

ITTE 07 Conference Report 
Ken Powell, Canterbury Christchurch University 

Barn dancing, a real ale pub, a botanical garden tour and some talks – Leicester really was, in 
the immortal words of our out-going chair, “the best yet”! 

The barn dancing was a real highlight with inevitable 
comparisons to the Scottish Ceilidh in Dundee - 
although rather fewer people threw themselves round 
the dance floor this year. Several people engaged 
rather enthusiastically in the whole process as can be 
seen in the picture. 

In transpired that most people were in the local real 
ale pub which had a rather good snug that just 
managed to contain the ITTE drinkers. It was even 
well enclosed enough that we emerged to find the rest 
of the customers had left some time before! 

Leicester was generally a great venue, with the only 
niggles causing disappointment to the connoisseurs being the lack of seagulls outside the 
bedrooms and the food which probably won’t win any awards. The evening tour of the botanical 
gardens was a real pleasure and demonstrated the immortal truth that the sun really does always 
shine on the ITTE conference. This should mean that next year in Cumbria is also spectacular! 

The range of talks on offer this year was fantastic as always with a range of topics from KS3 
ICT tests to prototyping in Flash – truly something for everyone. The SIGs made a welcome 
reappearance and seemed to generate a huge range of discussion. 

As is traditional, there has to be one talk that you miss and everyone else raves about. For me 
this was Andrew Connell talking about the new QTS standards. My only excuse was that I was 
chairing and talking in the parallel session! Luckily Andrew left the slides on the laptop and 
there was a succession of people with memory sticks who were obviously in the same position. 

Paul Hynes, one of last year’s keynotes, gave another fascinating view of how some specialist 
schools are using technology beyond the classroom and this fitted in well with Tony, Chris and 
Avril’s discussion about their Create-A-Scape review. John Williams presented his, possibly 
last, annual review. If they do cease they will be greatly missed. John’s talk comparing Seville 

Squaring the circle? 

http://www.ict-tutors.co.uk/
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and English approaches to education, ICT and school meals had some wonderful moments, 
especially the chickens running through the school canteen while the staff sat back drinking 
wine and nattering. A model for over here I would suggest. 

The keynotes were all interesting, with Jean 
Underwood talking about the latest ICT research, Tim 
Tarrent and Leon Cych showing some Web 2.0 
developments and Neil Mercer and Lyn Dawes 
discussing how ICT is used in schools. 

Sadly the final day rolled around far too quickly as 
usual but with the advantage this year that it was a 
Friday so I could recover over the weekend! It’s 
always hard to imagine how next year’s conference 
can improve. They always seem to so I’m looking 
forward to Cumbria already. Hopefully there will be 
seagulls again? 

Thanks Sarah and Pete and all who helped. A great conference and it was a pleasure to meet 
new people and catch up with colleagues.  

ken.powell@canterbury.ac.uk 

Golden Nuggets: Reflections on ITTE 07 by ITTE/TDA Induction 
Project for New ICT Tutors 
David Longman, University of Wales, Newport 

This is now the fourth conference at which ITTE has hosted the TDA sponsored New ICT 
Tutors Group and long may it continue. Most members will be familiar with its activities by 
now and I hope that it will continue to be a routine part of the ITTE Conference experience even 
after external funding ceases. 

This is the last occasion on which I will lead the group at the conference. Ken Powell will take 
control of the keyboard next year and beyond. I know that Ken will contribute all the same 
things that I hope I have and then add some: pizzazz, humour, intelligence, and insight - all 
those special qualities that you only really find in a teacher training community and in particular 
an ICT specialist group. 

I have also enjoyed working alongside Margaret Danby so much. In so many ways this is her 
project and its success is really all down to her organisational skills rather than mine, as well as 
her capacity to provide a calm centre even in the midst of flash floods. Thank you Margaret – I 
still owe you some written work and I promise that it’s on its way if only to honour all your hard 
work from which ITTE benefits, whether directly or indirectly. 

As for myself I have enjoyed immensely the opportunity to contribute to an induction 
experience that I know has been a positive and enjoyable one for all its participants. I know this 
because first and foremost I have enjoyed myself. It has always been fun to meet new people 
and to be responsible for thrusting them into the centre of ITTE business. I also know it because 
of the kind and generous remarks that have been written in these newsletter contributions by our 
various newbies. Most important are those references to how the induction group has helped to 
melt away the barriers to professional friendship that can sometimes typify the conference 
experience. 

Reading the following contributions from members of this year’s induction I think you can feel 
the enjoyment of a welcoming professional community, the intellectual excitement from the 

 
Summer 07 and it is not raining! 
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stimulating conversation of conference events, and the rousing commitment to extending 
professional practice that members take away with them. 

david.longman@newport.ac.uk 

Pippa Totraku, University of Brighton 

Although tired on the long train journey back to Brighton after the ITTE conference. I felt 
mentally invigorated, inspired and informed, ready to disturb my practice. The whole 
experience was enlightening, critically challenging but most of all fun, fun, fun. Everyone made 
me feel so welcome, so relaxed, and showed a genuine interest in what I had to say. As Graham 
put it, we used talk on a number of different levels to make connections with both people and 
ideas, socially, intellectually and personally. It was so exciting to put a face to authors whose 
philosophies, ideas or research have either influenced or been embedded into my own practice – 
I must get a life! 

As a new lecturer in ICT it felt good to be able to take back to my colleagues new materials, 
links or experiences from the sessions and keynotes. We discussed how digital video work with 
the students could support the theme of sustainability, or how we might analyse the talk of 
students using a Wiki to encourage evaluation, negotiation of ideas, or as Clare Furlonger 
referred to it dissonance. 

The exemplification of the revised standards for QTS in ICT has helped me to think about 
where to look for evidence of students meeting the standards, guidance which advisors can also 
draw upon when observing teachers on school placement. Other sessions by Mark Brown and 
Jean Underwood reinforced personal beliefs and values about the purpose of ICT in education, 
providing me with a number of sticks (i.e. quotes or phrases) to poke the students with: 

• The activity is not in the software! The teacher makes the difference in how the software 
is used. 

• The importance of reasoning collaboratively – using talk as a tool for learning together.  
• Don’t use ICT because it’s there use it because it makes a difference, not necessarily to 

transform learning but enough to cause a disruption. 

I am mindful that teachers teach the way that they are taught (Neil Mercer), therefore the way in 
which I teach how, why and when to use ICT will have a ripple effect. As my teaching evolves 
and expands different ‘golden nuggets’ of information seem to emerge from either the 
conference sessions or the ITTE website. My notes are now well thumbed and showing clear 
signs of wear and tear.   

The ‘M’ levelness of criticality was a theme which seemed to resonate through many talks and 
conversations. Currently in the second year of my masters, Dee Anna Willis’s session on the 
trials and tribulations of getting your work ‘out there’ alerted me to some of stumbling blocks 
which I might face in the process. I suppose that one logical step would be to present my work 
at the next conference.  

Maurice Nyangon, University of Greenwich 

I had already completed my first year at The University of Greenwich with 55 students before I 
even heard of the ITTE Conference and Induction Programme! Luckily, with only days to spare, 
I was booked in and on my way to Leicester! Would I have benefited from the conference 
induction programme more in 2006I if I had known about it a year ago? 

Maybe, maybe not. I do know, however, that last week’s induction and conference were both 
immensely enjoyable and a fantastic period for reflection, discussion and learning.  

mailto:david.longman@newport.ac.uk
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I made very positive contacts; especially so with Ken Powell from Christchurch, Canterbury 
which is very close to The University of Greenwich; I am looking forward to a productive visit 
in the new academic year. Another fascinating conversation was had with Steve Kennewell who 
is the author of highly readable texts, his latest being ‘A Practical Guide to Teaching ICT in the 
Secondary School’. That is certainly going on my students’ reading list for September, 2007! 

The conference was full of highlights and I will focus on just some of them.  Neil Mercer and 
Lyn Dawes’ lecture on “Technology As If Teachers Matter” very much reflected my own 
experiential learning and practice in the classroom, underlining the philosophy of ICT teaching 
in the work I carry out with student teachers, that good teaching is about harnessing the 
environment around us, including ICT, but not being dependent on it. These themes were 
provocatively and powerfully developed in one of the most stimulating of the lectures – Mark 
Brown’s “Having the Courage to Teach: An Alternative e-Learning Pedagogy for 
Inclusiveness”. He developed the theme that ICT is a tool to support creative learners rather 
than an end in itself.  Moreover, The Every Child Matters (ECM) Directive is key to the student 
teacher’s experience who needs to understand the potentially divisive nature of the Digital 
Divide and its consequences for pupil achievement.  

More pragmatic, but definitely as important for all PGCE ICT lecturers, was Andrew Connell 
and Michael Hammond’s excellent and timely presentation on The Revised QTS Standards.  
After just a year in post I feel rather frustrated at having to assimilate my second set of 
Standards already but this lecture and hand out is going to be invaluable! 

Another practically based key lecture for me was Tim Tarrant’s “ICT and ITT Past, Present and 
Future”.  From this presentation I took valuable information regarding Web 2.0 technologies; 
my own department has already established a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) and I am 
keen to introduce the use of a Wiki this coming academic year.  

If I am looking at the highlights of the conference I cannot avoid mentioning the trip to the 
Botanical Gardens and the Barn Dance! Totally unexpected but highly amusing and hugely 
enjoyable. I had to run fast to avoid hoeing down… 

Jan Barnes, Swansea Institute of Higher Education 

When it was first suggested to me that this conference would be a really useful event I must 
admit I had some doubts - after all who am I? I had only been in my role at SIHE since 
September delivering on a variety of PGCE courses at Swansea Institute of Higher Education. 
This sort of event is for ‘the great and the good’, for those who are not only getting the research 
done but publishing. What had I to say or offer in comparison to these delegates?  

I couldn’t have got it more wrong. The first evening was given over to meeting the new tutors 
and I was welcomed in such a warm and open way that I immediately started to relax. Such a 
refreshing change from those conferences I had attended in a previous life BE (before 
education!). This approach continued throughout the conference with an openness and 
approachability that I had not previously encountered in research domains. Everyone appeared 
not only prepared to suffer the ‘newbies’ accosting them for introductions, but were more than 
ready to discuss points of interest and introduce them to other like minded individuals who can 
also add other dimensions to any discussion. There was a generosity of spirit that enabled frank 
and open talks about personal passions and areas of research. A far cry from the closely, almost 
jealously guarded secretive approach that can exist in research in other professions. I was 
walking on cloud nine, and inspired and suddenly all too aware of the fact that I missed being 
involved with this form of ideas think-tank.  

As Newbies we were given two tasks one of which was, as previously hinted at, to identify and 
talk to key members. Perhaps I was not as assiduous as some other members in this task but I 
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was far too busy meeting and talking with the delegates in general to take much notice of 
whether they actually had ‘red dots’ on their name badges – Sorry David! 

The remaining task was to reflect on and highlight features of a valuable theme or idea. Again 
this gave me a small problem, as there were so many themes or ideas that I found interesting, 
valuable and thought provoking, some related to aspects of change I would like to initiate for 
the coming year and some related to thoughts for longer term interests. However, perhaps the 
most immediate highlight has to be the opportunity to collaborate with another member from 
the new tutor brigade, and compare the successes of initiating the use of e-portfolios for 
assessment purposes into components of courses which I deliver. 

This has been a most enjoyable experience and one that I would recommend to any one of my 
colleagues. It has enabled me to think and talk about aspects of ICT / ITT education with a new 
depth of thought and in some aspects a renewed passion.  

Jae Parsons, University of Greenwich 

What a great conference it was - for collaborative learning, for developing pedagogical 
techniques, for sharing in the body of knowledge so generously shared by all the colleagues I 
met. A big “Thank You” to David, to Sarah (and her charming understudy Eleanor), to 
Margaret, Pete and everyone else who was involved in organising/contributing to the 
conference.   

On our way to the ‘Cow and Plough on the first night David quickly realised we were going the 
wrong way and in quizzing the taxi driver so thoroughly set the tone for the week ahead: he 
ensured we stayed on track! This first meeting gave us a chance to discuss research interests and 
backgrounds in small groups but there were repeated opportunities for further debate during a 
busy week of presentations.  

The keynote speech from Neil Mercer considered how ICT might contribute to collaborative 
learning: other excellent sessions prompted me to reflect on the development of wikis, blogs 
and the evolution from teaching presenter to teaching presence. 

Collaborative learning was embodied in our team approach to the search for answers to David’s 
Activity 1 - accosting individuals branded by a red spot on their badges even while they were 
trying to eat breakfast or put the finishing touches to the TDA presentation! 

The attractive urban surroundings were exemplified by a visit to the Botanical Gardens where 
we admired the Sculpture Exhibition and discussed the papers presented that day. A Greenwich 
version of Gareth’s e-portfolio is now in draft form together with my own selection of sound 
bites (to encourage our trainees to put in something they would prefer). Maurice spent all night 
looking for a suitable outfit so missed all the fun at the barn dance on our final evening – but 
he’ll be prepared next year! 

A conference organiser says thank you 
Sarah Younie, De Montfort University 

I couldn’t let the newsletter go to print without thanking all of you who made the trip to 
Leicester in the summer for the annual conference. As befits our July conferences, the sun was 
shining and people had travelled far and wide. We welcomed Mark Brown all the way from 
New Zealand and Dee Anna Willis from America, representing SITE. To our key note speakers, 
Lyn Dawes, Neil Mercer, Tim Tarrant and Jean Underwood we would like to say a special 
thank you to. Thank you too to all the contributors who gave presentations and all the delegates 
who made for an interesting, engaging and enjoyable conference. I would personally like to 
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thank Pete Bradshaw for holding the reigns alongside me and to Ken Powell for showing us the 
way from last year. 

And so to next year; we are delighted to announce that the conference is due to be held at St 
Martins in Carlisle and we look forward to seeing as many of you as possible next July 14-16th 
in sunny Cumbria. 
and finally … 
As the youngest delegate at the summer conference, all of five months old, I would like to say 
thank you for letting me attend and what a wonderful time I had. There were lots of new faces 
who I was so pleased and relieved were smiling at me and who understood so supportively that I 
still needed feeding from my Mum. As the World Health Organisation now recommend Mum’s 
milk exclusively for the first six months and to continue up to two years, this was a welcome 
relief that so many of you made us feel comfortable. We sincerely thank you for your patience 
and tolerance of us. Thank you too to Louise Agger, my employed nanny who took care of me, 
so Mum could take care of the conference.   

Eleanor Rose, inaugural ITTE conference Leicester 2007.  
P.S. (Mum says the IFIP conference in Norway 2006 doesn’t count, as I was still inside. However, the Cambridge 
February 2007 conference should have been my first, but I was late arriving, waiting for Valentines Day instead to 
make my appearance in the world). 

 

Newsletter Questionnaire: Jocelyn Wishart in the hot seat 
 Short Biographical sketch 

Jocelyn has taught Psychology, Computing and Science in secondary schools before becoming 
engaged in ITT. She has been responsible for both Science and IT PGCE courses and now leads 
PGCE (Physics) at the University of Bristol. Her research interests lie in the use of ICT in 
informal and formal education: motivation, psychology and learning - in particular the use of 
mobile devices. She has been a member of ITTE since the late 1990s. 

http://www.bris.ac.uk/education/people/academicStaff/edjmw 

When and where did you first encounter a computer? 

It was the big building round the back at Reading University. 

Computers have changed the world -- but for good or for evil? 

Have they? Surely people (the world) have changed computers (though apparently not as often 
as PC World would like) and it's up to them as whether they use them for good or evil. 

What's your favourite gadget? 

"Backpack" that allows me to link my PDA to a data projector - am waiting keenly for the time 
when all data projectors are wireless 

You are appointed Secretary of State for Education for the day. What are you going to do? 

Disband Ofsted and League Tables - no matter how nice individual inspectors are, the system 
has generated a climate where teachers rely heavily on didactic teaching methods as they feel 
they have to prove they have 'taught' a topic. 

What is your ideal alternative career? 

Surf queen (can't be a chick - too old but don't feel comfortable about hen ???) 
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What is your motto? 

'Vincit Veritas' is the motto of my mother's family and 'Mercy is my Desire' is that of my 
father's. Hmmm - I guess I don't believe in mottos. 

Do you believe ICT is worth the trouble? 

Oh Yes 

What's the most surprising thing you have ever seen in the classroom? 

Smoke - you'd think I'd get used to it what with the propensity of drives and fans to burn out and 
small children to stick bits of anything into Bunsen burners let alone the sockets but setting off 
the Fire Alarms does for me every time. 

What's the most important lesson being a teacher has taught you? 

To listen and learn ( and how to put out fires fast as Fire Brigade call outs are costly) 

Which words are going to define the future of education? 

Learning, Mobility, Ubiquitous, possibly Pick and Mix 

When you retire, what do you hope your legacy to your field will be? 

Fertiliser 

Getting published: still a requirement for most of us 
Dee Anna Willis, Northwestern State University of Louisiana 

I admire anybody who has the guts to write anything at all. E. B. White    

When we read we start at the beginning and go to the end.  When we write we start in the middle and . . . 
FIGHT OUR WAY OUT.   Vicki Karp  

Which way from the middle? 

For most of us writing isn’t easy. In fact it is somewhat a kin to a very prolonged natural 
childbirth. Consider the position of mother or child. We keep thinking, “What was I thinking, 
getting myself into this?!” Fighting the way out, working in all directions, become frantic. . . 
STOP. . . deep breath . . . relax. Consider the following steps as a bit of pain killer for 
publishing: First, consider your work. Second, select a target journal. Third, write the paper. 
Fourth, submit. Put that way does it sound a bit more doable? I’ll break it down a bit more. 

First, consider your work by answering these questions briefly. 
• What do you have to say? 
• What will your focus be? 
• Who will be your audience?  

Now that you have that in hand, you are going to dissect your dissertation, i.e., research, study, 
work. Don’t think that because you consider it as one monolith that it can’t be broken down to 
manageable bits. 

One dissertation = one article? WRONG!!! 

That’s like saying 1 bank account = 1 pound/euro/dollar. 

You worked hard on your dissertation now make it work hard for you. Consider your ideas and 
select the ones easily made ready for ‘market’. This involves taking a good look at your work 
from multiple perspectives. [More about this later.] 

Your second task is to select a target journal. Consider the different types of journals: 
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Content area, e.g., International Journal of Reading 

Education level, e.g., Middle School Journal 

Research, e.g., Technology, Pedagogy and Education 

Practitioner, e.g., Start Magazine – Teaching Art in Primary Schools 

Multi-purpose, e.g., Computers in the Schools 

Multi-option journal, e.g., Contemporary issues in IT & TE  www.citejournal.org 

Selecting journals with the ‘best fit’ is imperative. Look for a wider variety of journals that 
might be interested in your work. Don’t just consider those in your own country. Don’t just 
consider the ‘biggies’; they are much harder to get into. [Cleb Maddux, University of Nevada-
Reno, recommends first submitting to a journal that gives excellent feedback, even if you know 
that it is not a good fit.] 

When choosing the journal look at several samples to get a feel for the sort of articles they 
publish. Check the following: 

• their acceptance rate, 
• if the articles are peer reviewed; blind peer reviewed is even better; and 
• check for special issues that may make your article particularly ‘saleable’. 

Once you’ve narrowed your choices . . . Get to know the journal thoroughly by doing the 
following: 

• Read the articles 
• Not just one issue 
• Not just one volume 
• Scan through several recent years worth. 

After you’ve done your homework . . . Send a quick e-mail to the editor letting the person 
know you have done your homework, are interested in submitting an article, and are asking for: 

• suggestions 
• turn around reviewing time 
• turn around publishing time 
• length of articles needed 
• special issues 

Consider what are Editors looking for. Ground-breaking research? Certainly, but also:  
• content that explores a new facet of an old theory 
• content that proposes a new theory based on a new look at old data 
• a review of the literature with a different synthesis 
• the article’s relevance to today’s educator 

Once you’ve selected the journal it is time to write craft the paper 
Here are some things to do: 

First, jot down general ideas about the part of your dissertation you are going to carve out and 
craft into a paper! Make comments, even feelings [you can take those out later], 

Consider what you’re going to say …  
• Have something to say and say it with clarity. 
• Know the field – a current literature review is absolutely mandatory. 
• Follow the journals guidelines as to formatting, submission, and the like. 
• Organize thoughts into a cohesive, logical pattern 

http://www.citejournal.org/
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• Outline – before, during or after – no matter when you do it it helps stabilize your 
thoughts 

• Makes sure you’ve covered all the pertinent points 
• Avoid ACRONYMS & clichéd terms 

Now that you’ve said it . . . 
• Check your introduction, body, and summation. Have you said what you wanted to say? 
• Have you provided sufficient context to put the reader into the picture? 
• Are your conclusions logical & supported? 
• Have you provided transitions? 
• Check your data & the details 
• Tables, charts, & illustrations included, correct 
• Sufficient & relevant 

If you are the rare person who waxes eloquent when they write . . . 
• Have you said too much? 
• Check for redundancies 
• Don’t use 12 sentences when 3 or 4 will suffice 
• Cut to the bare essentials 

Next write the Abstract 
Be sure that your abstract is accurate and contains a good overview of your paper. It should not 
be just a repeat of the first paragraph. It should include key terms. This is important because 
editors traditionally base their choice of reviewers to assign on the abstract of the paper. It is 
better to have your paper reviewed by persons who are interested in the topic. 

Check your References 
Be sure the references are up to date, accurate, and correctly formatted in accordance with the 
journal guidelines. Be sure that the references you cite in the body are listed in the bibliography. 
Be sure that the references you cite in the bibliography are referred to in the body. This is a real 
danger when you are crafting from a larger work. 

Finally - submit  

But before you do please, please, please have a local peer review. It is imperative to have fresh 
eyes read your work. Be sure to remove all identifying names and places for blind review; they 
will be replaced if accepted. Now [even though it’s your baby] . . . 

send it off!!! 

Next 

If accepted ‘with revisions’ do them and get them back quickly or let the editor know if you 
plan to try elsewhere. 

Summary 
Select the right journal & follow their guidelines. 

Learn what the editors are looking for & focus your point of view to match.  

Dissect your dissertation or work. 

Don’t let the size of your thesis deter you from separating out manageable chunks. There are 
probably a number of articles that might be gleaned from your work. 

Get someone to give it a fast read before you send it off. 
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Remember 
A rejection slip doesn’t mean you are a bad person. And it doesn’t necessarily mean it is a bad 
articles. Editors and reviewers are human and they make mistakes. Take a new look the 
possibilities and submit to a different journal. 

Finally – 
I have a dear friend whose article was rejected because, the reviewers said, “It lacked theoretical 
underpinnings. She submitted it to a different journal where it not only was accepted, but won 
an award for, you guessed it, its theoretical underpinnings! Sometimes 90% good writing + 10% 
good luck = getting published. May these guidelines bring you good luck! 

Here are some helpful URLs: 
Technology, Pedagogy, and Education at: 
www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/1 475939x.asp 

Journal of Technology and Teacher Education (JTATE) and Contemporary Issues in Technology & Teacher 
Education (CITE) at: 
www.site/aace.org 

Other journals published by AACE at: 
www.aace.org/pubs 

Journal of Computing in Education at: 
www.iste.org/Content/NavigationMenu/Membership/SIGs/SIGTE_Teacher_Educators_/JCTE/Past_Issues2/Volum
e_23/Number_4_Summer_20071/Summer_2007.htm 

Other journals published by ISTE at: 
www.iste.org/ 

Selected Library Resources on the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning may be found at: 
www.indiana.edu/~libsalc/SOTL/ 

dawillis@bellsouth.net 

New on the bookshelf 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

It seems a long time since I was sitting by the 
pool at a villa near Seville reading some of 
the pile of books I’d promised myself 
(though a smaller pile than I’d hoped due to 
airline luggage allowances). I mentioned 
Mark Haddon’s A Spot of Bother (Vintage) 
before and that was great fun. However, 
Seeds of Greatness by Jon Canter (Vintage) 
had been sold to me as laugh out loud 
hilarious and I found it much gentler than 
that. I also read the Bandini Quartet by John 
Fante (Canongate), good in parts I felt, but 
still an interesting picture of an aspirational 
immigrant to the USA when Hollywood was 
the dream. Kate Atkinson’s Case Histories 
(Black Swan) made for a good read; her take 
on the detective genre was intelligent. Jasper 
Fforde’s The Fourth Bear (Hodder) was fun 

but not a ‘must-read’ as some of his 
previous (very silly) books. 

That’s caught up with the light reading so 
what about the serious stuff. Not a lot has 
caught my eye. Those that know me would 
have guessed that The Myths of Innovation 
by Scott Berkum (O’Reilly) would catch my 
eye –the O’Reilly approach is not too heavy 
and I’m enjoying it. We all have gradual role 
changes and I’m no different; this has given 
me a greater interest in how the younger 
students survive and develop at the start of 
their HE programmes. Robert Leamnson’s 
Thinking about teaching and learning 
(Stylus) is not a new book but seems to have 
a good structure for the ideas. I’ve also 
bought The Teacher’s Guide to Grammar by 
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Deborah Cameron (OUP), looks useful 
although slightly but not too-heavy going. 

The Teaching and Learning Research 
Programme publish online at 
www.tlrp.org/pub/index.html and have an 
interesting item on Neuroscience and 
Education and another on research informed 
learning and teaching, Putting into Practice. 
New from Futurelab (with Microsoft) is 
Enquiring Minds (see 
www.enquiringminds.org.uk/) – a student 
voice approach to teaching and learning.  

You’ll be thinking ‘What no publication 
from the ITTE membership’ – here they are. 

Mary Webb and Margaret Cox have 
produced Information Technology inside the 
Black Box (nferNelson). Succinct and useful 
and a must for the subject ICT tutors. 
Another resource for ICT tutors (a paper this 
time) is Michael Hammond & Philip 
Rogers’ An investigation of children’s 
conceptualisation of computers and how 
they work (Educ Inf Technol 2007 12:3-15) 
– this has work on pupil misconceptions in 
ICT still a relatively thin area (but I mustn’t 
get on to ICT conceptions: see the last 
newsletter!) 

 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 

Web Wanderings 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

The BBC ran a project Britain in Pictures the 
results can be viewed at 
www.bbc.co.uk/britain. 

Want to study the Sony Bravia ads and find 
out how they were made, then 
bravia.sony.eu/bravia.html 
is the place. If you want other examples of 
clay animation then 
www.clayanimator.com 
may be of use and, talking of clay, you can 
decorate a plate at  
www.artisancam.org.uk 
follow the slip decorator link. 

For open source e-portfolios 
www.mahara.org 
(this was mentioned at the ITTE conference). 
For open source content management 
platforms try 
drupal.org or www.joomla.org  

Don’t know if anyone has tried 
erudix.com 
for sharing teaching resources. 
drop.io 
also offers a sharing service. 

Simple video explanations of things can be 
found at commoncraft.com. Sketchcast  
(sketchcast.com) 
may also be used in a similar way if you 
want to do stuff yourself. 

You’ve always missed Ceefax on your 
computer since your BBC micro adapter 
died. Now you can try 
www.ceefax.tv 
(search for 100 to get index page, then you 
can click on page numbers). 

For free PowerPoint backgrounds and more 
www.brainybetty.com.  

Need to teach about designing surveys and 
their analysis then  
survey.pearsonassessments.com/resources/index
.htm 
may be useful. 

A useful list of education acronyms can be 
found at  
www.norfolkesinet.org.uk/pages/viewpage.asp?
uniqid=3407  

Trying to find the right graphic organiser for 
you then  
www.writedesignonline.com/organizers/cerebra
lflatulence.html 

http://www.tlrp.org/pub/index.html
http://www.enquiringminds.org.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/britain
http://bravia.sony.eu/bravia.html
http://www.clayanimator.com/
http://www.artisancam.org.uk/
http://www.mahara.org/
http://drupal.org/
http://www.joomla.org/
http://erudix.com/
http://drop.io/
http://commoncraft.com/
http://sketchcast.com/
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has more than you can probably imagine. 

Not being a member of the GTCE I’d not 
heard about their Research of the Month 
(ROM)  
www.gtce.org.uk/networks/engagehome/resourc
es/behaviour_for_learning/rom_tasters 
give some useful stuff and anyone can 
access. 

I was familiar with Dorling Kindersley’s 
children’s image resource but they’ve now 
introduced a commercial version 
www.dkimages.com 

If you want photo art or good quality 
graphics it may be worth it.  

To support ML/EAL 
learning lingro.com 
lets you get the meaning of a word from a 
foreign language page you might be 
browsing. 

The silly site this time is one for quote 
posters:  
www.tafkam.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/posters 

Help please: I’m still looking for a simple 
tutorial on Word styles – to help trainees set 
out their academic writing efficiently and 
cleanly. 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 

ITTE Committee Members 2007-2008 

Richard Bennett Elected 2007 - 2010 University of Chester  

Ken Bingham Elected 2005-2008 University of Cambridge 

Pete Bradshaw Elected 2006 - 2009 Nottingham Trent University 

Babs Dore Secretary University of Northampton 

Tony Fisher Co-opted University of Nottingham 

Bob Fox Co-opted University of Worcester 

Helena Gillespie Elected 2006 - 2009 University of East Anglia 

Chris Higgins Treasurer Oxford Brookes University 

Alison Hramiak Elected 2007-2010 Sheffield Hallam University 

Libby Jared Visitor (Newsletter) University of Cambridge 

Graham Jarvis Co-opted – Past Chair Trinity and All Saints College, Leeds 

Steve Kennewell Visitor (Editor TPE) Swansea Institute of Higher Education 

David Longman Co-opted University of Wales Newport 

Dave Murray Co-opted- 08 conference organiser University of Cumbria 

John Potter Elected 2006 - 2009 Institute of Education (London) 

Ken Powell Elected 2007 – 2010 Vice-Chair Canterbury Christ Church University 

Sarah Younie Chair De Montfort University 

 

http://www.ceefax.tv/
http://www.brainybetty.com/
http://survey.pearsonassessments.com/resources/index.htm
http://survey.pearsonassessments.com/resources/index.htm
http://www.norfolkesinet.org.uk/pages/viewpage.asp?uniqid=3407
http://www.norfolkesinet.org.uk/pages/viewpage.asp?uniqid=3407
http://www.writedesignonline.com/organizers/cerebralflatulence.html
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http://www.tafkam.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/posters/
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The effective administration of school-based ITT (Handbook for EBITT and SCITT providers 
2007-2008) 

Although EBITT and SCITT rather than HEI focused this might be of interest to HEI ITTE 
members. It is due for release on 19th November 2007. 

Tim Tarrant 

 

Marilyn Leask who some ITTE members will know from her work in ICT in education and in teacher training is 
now Head of Knowledge and Learning at the IDeA has responsibility for this initiative - which is part of a series of 
initiatives to support improvement in practice through connecting people to people and people to information. 

Check out the online communities of practice site for local government employees including 
teachers www.communities.idea.gov.uk - there is a demo on the front page at the bottom under 
'getting started'. The IDeA (www.idea.gov.uk) is the Improvement and Development Agency for 
local government and is providing this online workspace for all in local government. The IDeA 
is a daughter body of the Local Government Association which is a subscription organisation to 
which local authorities subscribe. 

Marilyn Leask 

 

Advance notice … 

The 10th ITTE Research Seminar 
will be held on 

Friday 28th & Saturday 29th November 2008 
as usual at the sumptuous venue of 

The Møller Centre, Churchill College, Cambridge. 
 

Endpiece : Young at Heart 
Margaret Cox, King’s College London 

When recently attending an Old Girl's reunion for my previous boarding school, St. Agnes and 
St. Michael's in Sussex I was delighted to be sitting next to my Maths Teacher who taught me 
maths more than 50 years ago from 1945-1955. She still looked the same with platted hair 
neatly wound round her head, glasses perched on the end of her nose and a kind smile but an 
authoritative manner. She patted me on the arm and said "You were my star pupil. I am so 
proud of you!" ( I beat the school O-level result for Maths in 1955!). Moved by this remark, I 
said "Miss Forsdick, you don't look a day older than when you were teaching me Maths in 
school!" She replied "Well I hope I do dear, because I am 96 now!" 
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ITTE Conference 2008 

“ICT and the Learning Environment"“ICT and the Learning Environment"“ICT and the Learning Environment"“ICT and the Learning Environment"    

July 14th – 16th (Mon to Weds) 2008 

at the new University of Cumbria, Carlisle (Fusehill) Campus. 

The compact, town-centre campus has en-suite accommodation. 
Much of the conference will be hosted in our modern Learning Gateway building with 

flexible seminar rooms and lecture theatre. 

Start thinking about offering a conference paper/session!Start thinking about offering a conference paper/session!Start thinking about offering a conference paper/session!Start thinking about offering a conference paper/session!    

Further details will be available at a conference web site in due course. 

For further information contact: Dave.Murray@cumbria.ac.uk 

 

 

 

Who and where does this Newsletter go to? 

Two copies are snail-mailed to institutional members’ named representatives for circulation. One copy is snail-
mailed to each individual member. Further copies are posted to relevant government agencies. Soon after 
publication, each issue is posted as a pdf on the ITTE website. 
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